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ABOUT THE BOOK
Celebrate the sophisticated blend of agriculture and style that defines California wine country.
With well-told stories and stunning photography, author Heather Hebert features the architecture of
25 California wineries in her alluring new book, The New Architecture of Wine.
As wine tourism has increased, California vintners have embraced the call to create splendid spaces
where visitors can taste their unique varieties and enjoy conversation about wine. In place of
imitating old-world European estates, grand architectural statements or quirky forays into
bohemianism, the new architecture of wine has evolved into a celebration of California's
topography, agricultural heritage, historic architectural vernacular, and forward-thinking passion for
sustainability and design.
The 25 wineries featured in The New Architecture of Wine, all built within the last ten years, include
buildings designed by top architects Juancarlos Fernandez and Howard Backen, among others.
Together, these wineries form an authentic expression of the winemakers' passion for the land and
its heritage--an homage to California.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Heather Hebert, formerly the director of marketing for a San Francisco-based architecture firm with
an international practice, spent 25+ years guiding the firm's marketing, brand identity, and
positioning on a global scale. She works directly with clients to develop their brand strategy and
design stories for their hotel, resort, winery, multi-family residential and urban mixed-use projects.
Heather lives in Marin County, California, with her husband and four children. The New
Architecture of Wine is her first book.
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PAVILIONS
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Set within a landscape of native oaks, the indoor-outdoor
wine tasting experience at the Quintessa Pavilions is
quintessentially California.

they could survey the undulations of the property. As Greg and Mike describe it,
their job was to define the patriarch’s walk with architecture.
Their solution took the form of three small, nearly transparent boxes—each only
250 square feet but surrounded by nearly 400 square feet of terrace—that nearly
disappear into the landscape. Although they are nearly identical, each was specifically sited to maximize views and minimize disturbance of the native oaks. Slight
variations in design and differing orientations make each pavilion experience unique.
Solid rear walls, rendered in highly textured board-formed concrete, block the
pavilions from view until the very last moment. Entering through a small portal
in the concrete wall, guests are immediately initiated into the full grandeur of
the view, reinforcing the sense of discovery and connection with the land. Mike
McCabe describes the experience as almost spiritual.
Slight in their dimensions, and restrained in palette, the pavilions belie the
amount of thought that went into them. In a perfect marriage of simple lines,
each element unfolds to either provide shelter from, or welcome in, the elements.
Impossibly slim 2-inch-square columns hidden within the door frames are nearly
invisible yet support the flat roofs that cantilever out over the terraces to provide
shelter from the elements. The architects describe the pavilions as “Swiss Army
knives of buildings,” designed with precision to include everything they need and
absolutely nothing they don’t.
Though thoroughly contemporary, the pavilions incorporate subtle references
to agrarian tradition, most notably in the massive slatted doors that slide open
or closed across the 14 by 9-foot expanses of glass. The tonality and materials—
glass and steel, roughly rendered board-formed concrete, and Napa Syre stone
and natural wood—are driven by the terroir and impart a sense of refined rusticity.
Materials and furnishings are spare and subtle. Sinker cypress derived from logs
reclaimed from river bottoms lines the ceilings and defines the casework. Simple
tables and accompanying benches are hewn from Afromosia, an African teak certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). Landscaping is limited to drought-resistant native grasses.
With the new pavilions, Walker Warner has created a deeper connection
between the winery and the guest, providing a journey through the land that
means so much to the couple, who have poured their heart and soul into the land.

P R E V IO U S OV E R L E A F : Carefully sited amid the oak

A B OV E : Though thoroughly contemporary, the

The design of the pavilions carries on the tradition of stewardship that began when

trees, the three diminutive structures that comprise
the Quintessa Pavilions are nearly invisible from the
opposite hillside.

pavilions incorporate subtle references to agrarian
tradition, most notably in the massive slatted doors
that slide open or closed across the 14- by 9-foot
expanses of glass.

Valeria first planted vines here. Although she is no longer in the fields every day,
she remains Quintessa’s vineyard master. This property is her vision.
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“Sinker cypress,” derived from
logs reclaimed from river
bottoms, lines the ceilings
and defines the casework; simple tables and
accompanying benches are
hewn from Afromosia, an
African teak certified by the
Forest Stewardship Council.
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B E LOW : The huge slatted screens, which can

be slid open or closed, create a striated pattern
on the pavilion wall.
O P P O S I T E : There is a sense of luxury in the

spareness of the architecture and in the way
each pavilion feels completely private, as if it
were sitting all alone on the ridge.
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